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FINDINGS

1. Zone Change - Pursuant to Section 12.32 of the Municipal Code, the Applicant requests a Zone
Change to modify [Q] Qualified Condition Numbers 6.c and 7 of Ordinance 180,871. The
Ordinance, which became effective on October 26, 2009, established the Broadway Theater and
Entertainment District Design Guide (Community Design Overlay District or CDO) and contains
[Q] Qualified Conditions which provide requirements for use and design. [Q] Condition Number
6.c requires portions of buildings above 150 feet be stepped back from the front and side property
lines a minimum of 30 feet, and [Q] Condition Number 7 requires that portions of buildings above
150 feet maintain a lot coverage of no less than 30 percent and no more than 40 percent. The
Applicant is requesting a Zone Change to modify these Q Condition requirements in order to
allow for a rooftop pool and guard wall to project above 150 feet within the required setback, and
to allow for penthouse units to project 9-feet, 6-inches above 150 feet while maintaining a lot
coverage of less than 30 percent.
General Plan/Charter Findings
A. General Plan Land Use Designation. The proposed Project Site is located within the Central
City Community Plan Area of the City of Los Angeles. The Central City Community Plan was
adopted January 8, 2003. The land use designation for the Project Site is Regional Center
Commercial. The Project Site has a zoning classification of [Q]C2-4D-CDO. The site is permitted
to be developed with residential and commercial uses and is in Height District 4.
The "D” designation for the Project Site denotes a development limitation, which subject to
certain provisions limits the developable floor area to six times the buildable area of the site (6:1
FAR). Although the Project Site is subject to such provisions, the developable floor area may be
increased to 13 times the buildable area of the site (13:1 FAR), through a transfer of floor area
request.
The Project proposes a 15-story residential tower on a 20,663 square-foot corner site with
frontage along South Broadway and West Olympic Boulevard. The building height will be 150
feet to the top of the parapet, with one-story penthouse units projecting above that. The
penthouse units will observe the required 30-foot setback from the Broadway and Olympic
Boulevard property lines.
The [Q] Conditions for the property were established by Ordinance 180,171. The Ordinance,
which became effective on October 26, 2009, established the Broadway Theater and
Entertainment District Design Guide (Community Design Overlay District or CDO) and contains
[Q] Qualified Conditions which contain requirements for use and design. [Q] Conditions Number
6 and 7 contain requirements for the streetwall and tower placement and massing for new
buildings. The historic streetwall along Broadway, south of 4th Street, maintains a height
between 100 and 150 feet. Ordinance 180,871 replaced a [Q] Condition restricting building
heights to a maximum of 150 feet. Ordinance 180,871 allows unlimited height, but requires a 100
foot minimum and 150 foot maximum streetwall for projects south of Fourth Street. In allowing
taller development, the [Q] Conditions of Ordinance 180,871 and the requirements of the
Broadway CDO intended to mitigate impacts to the historic district by requiring taller
developments to step back the tower portion above 150 feet and to limit the overall lot coverage
of the tower, thereby maintaining the historic streetwall. The proposed project meets the 150
foot height limit for the streetwall and includes several penthouse units and a pool on the roof.
The [Q] conditions were aimed at buildings with a podium and a tower, however the proposed
project does not have a true tower component, only one-story of penthouse units. The penthouse
units will observe the required setback but will not meet the minimum lot coverage. In addition
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the applicant proposes locating a pool on the rooftop open space which, along with the required
guard wall, will slightly exceed the 150 foot height limit and will be located within the required
setback. The pool and transparent guard wall will exceed the 150 height limit by up to eight feet.
The Applicant is requesting a Zone Change to modify these Q Condition requirements in order
to allow the penthouse units and rooftop pool.
The requested Zone Change would not change the zone of the property, but would modify [Q]
Condition Numbers 6.c and 7 to permit the pool and guard wall projections in the rooftop setback
and to permit the penthouse units to exceed the 150-foot height limit while not meeting the
minimum tower lot coverage. The project will still meet the intent of the ordinance by providing a
150 foot street wall with minimal projections above that. The proposed projections would have
limited, if any visibility from the street and would not impact the historic streetwall. The zone
change would be consistent with the General Plan Land Use Designation and is in substantial
conformance with the purposes intent and provisions of the General Plan as reflected in the
adopted Community Plan.
B. General Plan Text.
The Los Angeles General Plan sets forth goals, objectives and programs that guide both Citywide
and community specific land use policies. The General Plan is comprised of a range of Statemandated elements, including, Land Use, Mobility, Noise, Safety, Housing and Conservation.
The City’s Land Use Element is divided into 35 community plans that establish parameters for
land use decisions within those sub-areas of the City.
The Project Site is located entirely within the boundaries of the Central City Community Plan.
The Project Site has a land use designation of Regional Center Commercial. The proposed
mixed-use development with multi-family residential and commercial uses is consistent with the
properties’ land use designations and the underlying zoning. The proposed Project will be in
substantial conformance with the purposes, intent, and provisions of the General Plan and all of
its elements, and the projections would not impact land use, mobility, noise, safety, housing,
conservation, or any other General Plan elements.
The Framework Element
The Framework Element for the General Plan (Framework Element) was adopted by the Los
Angeles City Council on December 11, 1996 and re-adopted on August 8, 2001. The Framework
Element provides guidance regarding policy issues for the entire City of Los Angeles, including
the Project site. The Framework Element of the General Plan establishes general policies for
the City of Los Angeles based on projected population growth. Land use, housing, urban form
and neighborhood design, open space, economic development, transportation, infrastructure,
and public services are all addressed in the context of accommodating future City-wide
population increases. The City’s various land use “categories” are defined based on appropriate
corresponding development standards including density, height, and use.
The Framework Element defines the Downtown Center, which is bounded by Cesar Chavez
Avenue to the north; Alameda Street to the east; Santa Monica (10) Freeway to the south; and
the Harbor (110) Freeway to the west, as “an international center for finance and trade that
serves the population of the five-county metropolitan region.” It is the largest government center
in the region and the location for major cultural and entertainment facilities, hotels, high-rise
residential towers, regional transportation facilities, and the Convention Center. These uses
serve the region, state, nation, and global needs. Generally, the Downtown Center is
characterized by Floor Area Ratios (FARs) up to 13:1 and high-rise buildings.
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The proposed development is consistent with the following Framework Element Downtown
Center goals, objectives and policies:
Goal 3G: A Downtown Center as the primary economic, governmental, and social focal point of
the region with an enhanced residential community.
Objective 3.11: Provide for the continuation and expansion of government, business, cultural,
entertainment, visitor serving, housing, industries, transportation, supporting uses and similar
functions at a scale and intensity that distinguishes and uniquely defines the Downtown Center.
Policy 3.11.1: Encourage the development of land uses and implement urban design
improvements guided by the Downtown Strategic Plan.
Objective 3.15: Focus mixed commercial/residential uses, neighborhood-oriented retail,
employment opportunities and civic and quasi-public uses around urban transit stations, while
protecting and preserving surrounding low-density neighborhoods from the encroachment of
incompatible land uses.
The proposed development is consistent with the following goals, objectives and policies of the
Framework Element for Multi-Family Residential:
Goal 3C: Multi-family neighborhoods that enhance the quality of life for the City’s existing and
future residents.
Objective 3.7: Provide for stability and enhancement of multi-family residential neighborhoods
and allow for growth in areas where there is sufficient public infrastructure and services and the
residents’ quality of life can be maintained or improved.
The Project site is currently underutilized and improved with a surface parking lot and billboard.
The Applicant proposes to revitalize the site with a mixed-use residential and commercial building
that will provide ground floor commercial/retail uses and residential units contained in 15-story
building. The Project site is at an optimal location for high-density development as it is located in
close proximity to many transit options including the 7th Street/Metro Center Metro Station which
includes the Metro Red, Purple, Blue and Expo Lines, providing service to North Hollywood,
Koreatown, Long Beach, and Santa Monica, as well as connections to Union Station and the
Gold Line, Metrolink and Amtrak. The site is also served by multiple bus and shuttle lines. The
project site is also located adjacent to the Broadway Theater and Commercial District which is
characterized by theaters, hotels, shopping areas, and other uses that serve existing residents,
downtown area workers, and visitors. The project takes advantage of the location by offering a
mixed use project with 163 residential units and ground floor retail/commercial uses.
The location of the Project near major transit services epitomizes the Framework Element’s
vision of integrating Downtown Center density with public transportation infrastructure and would
encourage the use of transit by on-site residents and their guests, retail patrons, and employees.
This development scale is compatible with the Framework Element that envisions that the
“Downtown Center would continue to accommodate the highest development densities in the
City and function as the principal transportation hub for the region.” By enabling the construction
of a high-density housing project in close proximity to jobs, services, entertainment uses and a
transit rich area, the Zone Change would be consistent with several goals and policies of the
Framework Element.
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In addition, amending the [Q] conditions to allow for the penthouse and pool projections will
enable the project to provide rooftop amenities that will enhance future residents’ quality of life.
The modifications will meet the intent of the ordinance and will not negatively impact the project
or the district.
Mobility Element
The City’s Mobility Plan 2035 was adopted by City Council on January 20, 2016. The Mobility
Element of the General Plan guides development of a citywide transportation system with the
goal of ensuring the efficient movement of people and goods. The Mobility Element recognizes
that primary emphasis must be placed on maximizing the efficiency of existing and proposed
transportation infrastructure through advanced transportation technology, reduction of vehicle
trips, and focused growth in proximity to public transit and improvements to pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure. The project is consistent with the following objectives, policies and
programs:
2.3 Pedestrian Infrastructure: Recognize walking as a component of every trip, and ensure highquality pedestrian access in all site planning and public right-of-way modifications to provide a
safe and comfortable walking environment.
2.10 Loading Areas: Facilitate the provision of adequate on- and off-street loading areas.
3.3 Land Use Access and Mix: Promote equitable land use decisions that result in fewer vehicle
trips by providing greater proximity and access to jobs, destinations, and other neighborhood
services.
3.8 Bicycle Parking: Provide bicyclists with convenient, secure, and well-maintained bicycle
parking facilities.
The project proposes a pedestrian-oriented environment by locating high-density residential with
ground floor retail uses in close proximity to public transportation and the jobs rich environment
of Downtown. The project provides an off-street loading area, bicycle parking, and a pedestrian
oriented residential lobby and ground floor retail. The modifications to [Q] conditions regarding
portions of buildings above 150 feet will not impact the project’s ability to provide residential units
in close proximity to transit and to provide neighborhood serving retail uses in close proximity to
public transportation and the many pedestrians and shoppers who patronize the Broadway
District. Residents who live in the proposed project are within walking distance to many
commercial, institutional, cultural and recreational amenities reducing the need for automobile
transportation. In addition, the project is conveniently located to local and major bus lines, as
well as the 7th Street/Metro Center Metro Station, in express conformity with the Mobility
Element’s policies and objectives.
Housing Element
The City’s Housing Element for 2013-2021 was adopted by City Council on December 3, 2013.
The project is consistent with the following objectives, policies and programs:
Goal 1: A City where housing production and preservation result in an adequate supply of
ownership and rental housing that is safe, healthy, sanitary and affordable to people of all income
levels, races, ages, and suitable for their various needs.
Objective 1.1: Provide an adequate supply of rental and ownership housing for households in
order to meet current and projected levels.
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Policy 1.1.4: Expand opportunities for residential development, particularly in
designated Centers, Transit Oriented Districts and along Mixed-Use Boulevards.
Objective 2.2: Promote sustainable neighborhoods that have mixed-income housing, jobs,
amenities, services and transit.
Policy 2.2.3: Promote and facilitate a jobs/housing balance at a citywide level.
The project requests a Zone Change to [Q] Condition Numbers 6.c and 7 to permit a rooftop pool
and associated guardrail to project above 150 feet within the required 30-foot setback and to
allow penthouse units to project above 150 feet while maintaining a lot coverage of less than 30
percent. This will enable the project to provide a mix of unit types and to provide rooftop
amenities for residents. The creation of 163 new condominium units will also provide the
opportunity for ownership in Downtown, a neighborhood that is already jobs-rich. The proposed
units are somewhat smaller than other units Downtown, designed to offer a more affordable
option to live in Downtown. Furthermore, permitting the deviations from the tower setback and
massing requirements in the [Q] conditions still results in a building that meets the spirit and
intent of the regulations while also helping the City to accommodate growth in Downtown and at
the same time locate growth in close proximity to a transit rich area. The project will provide highdensity housing along and near several transportation lines. These lines include the Red, Purple,
Blue and Expo Rail Lines, several major Metro Transit Authority Lines, and DOT Dash Lines.
These transportation lines allow for access to employment centers in all parts of the metropolitan
area and help reduce the number of vehicles on the road.
C. Community Plan Text. The Central City Community Plan provides an official guide to the
development of the Community, proposing locations for various types of land use. The Central
City Community Plan was adopted January 8, 2003. Following are the land use goals, objectives,
and policies that are relevant to the revision of the [Q] Condition Number 11 regarding floor-toceiling height:
Objective 1-2: To increase the range of housing choices available to Downtown employees and
residents.
Objective 2-4: To encourage a mix of uses which create an active, 24-hour downtown
environment for current residents and which would also foster increased tourism.

The proposed project will include a total of 6,406 square feet of commercial/retail space on the
ground floor. The retail space will benefit the residents of the building, residents of adjacent
buildings, as well as the employees that work nearby and visitors to Downtown. The proposed
commercial space also provides employment opportunities for area residents and creates a
linkage between jobs and housing. The proposed residential units will provide a mix of unit sizes
contributing to the range of housing choices in Downtown, while locating new residents near
existing transit infrastructure. The mix of uses will contribute to an active, 24-hour Downtown.
Revising the [Q] conditions to allow for the rooftop pool and penthouse units will contribute to a
range of housing types and will allow for amenities for future residents, increasing the viability of
the project and enhancing the quality of life for future residents. The project will still meet the
spirit and intent of the [Q] conditions and will maintain a 150-foot height to the top of parapet,
which is consistent with the adjacent historic building.
The Plan recognizes that, “The continued economic and social viability of Central City depends
on the contributions of a stable population and vibrant, cohesive neighborhoods. Therefore, a
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primary objective of the Central City Plan is to facilitate the expansion of housing choices in order
to attract new, economically and ethnically diverse households (page III-1).’’ This project clearly
promotes new housing opportunities for Downtown Los Angeles by proposing the addition of 163
new dwelling units to the Broadway housing stock. Furthermore, the new residential units in the
Broadway District will not remove existing residential units or displace residents, but would
instead revitalize an underutilized surface parking lot into a mixed-use building that will contribute
to the historic nature of the nearby Broadway Theater and Commercial District. The Project will
contribute to the City’s housing stock and will be comprised of a mix of 99 one-bedroom units
and 64 two-bedroom units.
Downtown Design Guide
The Downtown Design Guide was adopted by City Council on April 24, 2009 as a General Plan
Amendment to the Central City Community Plan to revise Chapter V of the Central City
Community Plan text to incorporate the Downtown Design Guide, Urban Design Standards and
Guidelines. The Downtown Design Guide supplements Municipal Code provisions and applies
to all projects within its boundaries of the Hollywood Freeway (Interstate 101) on the north, the
Santa Monica Freeway (Interstate 10) on the south, Harbor Freeway (Interstate 110) on the west
and Alameda Street and San Pedro Street on the east. The Downtown Design Guide contains
standards and guidelines for sustainable design, sidewalks and setbacks, ground floor treatment,
parking and access, massing and street wall, on-site open space, architectural detail,
streetscape improvements and signage prepared at a finer grain specifically for the Downtown
Neighborhood Districts. As conditioned and discussed in the Site Plan Review findings, the
project substantially complies with the requirements of the Downtown Design Guide.
Zone Change Findings
D. Zone Change Findings. Pursuant to Section 12.32 of the Municipal Code, and based on these
findings, the recommended action is deemed consistent with public necessity, convenience,
general welfare and good zoning practice.
The Project proposes a 15-story mixed-use building on a 20,663 square-foot corner site with
frontage along South Broadway and West Olympic Boulevard. Parking is contained in four
subterranean levels and one at-grade level, lined by retail. Commercial/retail spaces will line the
ground floor along Broadway and Olympic Boulevard. The Project would contain a total of
189,960 square feet of development, resulting in a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 9.2:1. The Applicant
is requesting a Transfer of Floor Area Rights (TFAR) of more than 50,000 square feet from the
Los Angeles Convention Center (Donor Site) to the Project Site (Receiver Site), pursuant to
Ordinance No. 181,574 and Section 14.5.6 B. of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC).
The Applicant is requesting a Zone Change to modify [Q] Qualified Condition Numbers 6.c and
7 of Ordinance 180,871. The Ordinance, which became effective on October 26, 2009,
established the Broadway Theater and Entertainment District Design Guide (Community Design
Overlay District or CDO) and contains [Q] Qualified Conditions which regulate use and design of
development. [Q] Condition Number 6.c requires portions of buildings above 150 feet be stepped
back from the front and side property lines a minimum of 30 feet. [Q] Condition Number 7 requires
that portions of buildings above 150 feet maintain a lot coverage of no less than 30 percent and
no more than 40 percent.
[Q] Condition Number 6.c
The Applicant is requesting a Zone Change to deviate from the requirement that portions of
buildings above 150 feet be stepped back from the front and side property lines a minimum of
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30 feet. The proposed project will have a height of 150 feet to the top of parapet with penthouse
units on the roof set back 30 feet from the street frontages. In addition, the project proposes a
rooftop pool which will require a transparent guard wall. The pool and the guard wall will be
located within the 30 foot setback and will exceed the 150 foot height by up to eight feet. [Q]
Condition 6 is intended to preserve the historic 150-foot street wall, while still allowing for larger
developments by requiring the tower portions of buildings over 150 feet be set back. The
proposed rooftop elements will be located within this setback, but will have limited, if any visibility
and will not impact the streetwall.
The proposed project will meet the spirit and intent of the [Q] Conditions and will result in a
building that is built to the property line with a 150 streetwall that is consistent with the adjacent
historic building. The modifications will allow the project to provide rooftop amenities for future
residents, activating an underutilized property and reducing the potential for blighted conditions
and vandalism. As such, the modification of [Q] Condition Number 6.c is in conformity with public
necessity, convenience and general welfare.
[Q] Condition Number 7
The Applicant is requesting a Zone Change to deviate from the requirement that portions of
buildings above 150 feet maintain a lot coverage of no less than 30 percent and no more than
40 percent. The project is proposing locating one story of penthouse units above 150 feet,
however the penthouse units will have a lot coverage of less than 30 percent. The penthouse
units will project 9-feet, 6-inches above 150 feet and will maintain the required 30 foot setback
from the front and side property lines along Broadway and Olympic Boulevard. [Q] Condition 7
is intended to preserve the historic 150-foot street wall, while still allowing for larger
developments by requiring the tower portions of buildings over 150 feet to maintain a lot coverage
of between 30 and 40 percent. Ordinance 180,871 replaced a previous ordinance that contained
a [Q] Condition limiting height to 150 feet. In replacing this ordinance the intent was to allow taller
development while minimizing impacts to the historic district. [Q] Condition Number 7 is intended
to regulate the massing of tower elements that could now be introduced. The penthouse units
will comply with the maximum lot coverage but not the minimum. The project will meet the spirit
and intent of the [Q] Condition and will result in a building that is built to the property line with a
150 streetwall that is consistent with the adjacent historic building. The proposed penthouse units
will have limited, if any visibility from the street and the modifications will allow the project to
provide a range of unit types for future residents, activating an underutilized property and
reducing the potential for blighted conditions and vandalism. As such, the modification of [Q]
Condition Number 7 is in conformity with public necessity, convenience and general welfare.
All other [Q] Conditions contained in Ordinance 180,871 will be retained to protect the best
interests of and to assure a development that is compatible with surrounding properties, to
secure an appropriate development in harmony with the General Plan, and to prevent or mitigate
the potential adverse environmental effects of any future project that may be proposed for the
site.
The proposed Zone Change to modify Ordinance No. 180,871 for the subject site is also in
conformity with good zoning practice. The recommended Zone Change preserves and
strengthens an existing, viable mixed-use area - the Broadway Theater and Entertainment
District - with the introduction of a new, compatible mixed-use project. The project will maintain
the 150-foot streetwall with limited, if any, visibility of elements above. This will ensure a
pedestrian oriented development compatible with existing historic development. This will not
have a negative impact in the success of the project or its compatibility with the adjacent Historic
District.
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Furthermore, the recommended Zone Change enhances the viability of the Broadway District
and South Park Neighborhood by allowing for the development of a new mixed-use project that
is compatible with the adjacent Broadway Theater and Entertainment Historic District. It will
revitalize an underutilized, surface parking lot with a new, 15-story mixed-use building. The
recommended Zone Change is consistent with the Regional Center Land Use Designation, the
Broadway CDO, and the Downtown Design Guide.
The requested Zone change to modify [Q] Conditions of Ordinance 180,871 is therefore
compatible with the existing development of the community, consistent with the Central
Community Plan and is consistent with public necessity, convenience, general welfare and good
zoning practice. The action, as recommended, has been made contingent upon compliance with
the "Q” Conditions imposed herein.
2. Transfer of Floor Area Rights - Pursuant to Sections 14.5.6, and 14.5.8 through 14.5.12 of the
Municipal Code, the Applicant requests a Transfer of Floor Area Rights from the Los Angeles
Convention Center Site at 1201 S. Figueroa Street, a City-owned property, to the subject
property at 951-959 South Broadway and 215 West Olympic Boulevard for an amount not to
exceed 65,982 square feet, resulting in an increase in the maximum floor area ratio otherwise
permitted, from 6:1 to 9.2:1.

Existing

Requested

Project Site
Lot Area (SF)

Floor
Area
Ratio

Floor
Area (SF)

Floor
Area
Ratio

Floor
Area (SF)

20,663

6:1

123,978

9.2:1

189,960

Transfer
Max Floor
Area Rights
Transferred
(SF)
65,982

A. The increase in Floor Area generated by the proposed Transfer is appropriate with respect to
location and access to public transit and other modes of transportation, compatible with other
existing and proposed developments and the City’s supporting infrastructure, or otherwise
determined to be appropriate for the long-term development of the Central City.
The Receiver Site is bounded by the Western Costume Building to the north, Broadway to the
east, Olympic Boulevard to the south, and Blackstone Court (alley) to the west. The Project Site
is located within the Central City Community Plan Area, and the increase in Floor Area generated
by the proposed Transfer is appropriate and well-suited with respect to location and access to
public transit and other modes of transportation. The Project site is approximately 0.4 miles from
the 7th Street/Metro Center Metro Station, which is served by the Metro Red, Purple, Blue and
Expo Lines. From this station, the Metro Red Line provides access to Hollywood and the San
Fernando Valley, with connecting service to the Metro Orange Line (serving the west Valley and
Chatsworth). The Metro Purple Line serves Koreatown, with future service to West Los Angeles.
The Metro Blue Line serves Long Beach with connections to the Metro Green Line. The Expo
Line serves Santa Monica. The Metro Red Line and Purple Line also serve Downtown including
Los Angeles Union Station, with connecting service to the Metro Gold Line (serving Azusa and
East Los Angeles), Amtrak passenger rail, Metrolink commuter rail, and bus service for regional
and local lines.
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Metro operates many local and limited stop routes within reasonable walking distance (onequarter mile) of the Project Site. Metro bus lines 2/302, 4, 10, 14, 28/728, 37, 66, 70/770, 71, 76,
78/378, 79, 81, 83, 90, 91, 94/794, 96 all have stops within one-quarter mile of the project site.
In addition the Big Blue Bus R10 and DASH D and E lines have stops near the site. Given the
proximity of the Project site to the 7th Street/Metro Center subway station and other transit
options, strong transit use is anticipated by residents, guests, visitors and employees of the site.
The Transfer is appropriate at this location since high density mixed-use developments are
encouraged in areas that provide a variety of transit options. The Project’s convenient location
would encourage the use of transit by residents and their guests, employees and visitors. This
would reduce the number of single occupancy vehicle trips created by the increase in
development intensity due to the transfer of floor area.
The proposed project constitutes an infill development that makes more intensive use of a site
which is already well-served by existing infrastructure, including access to robust transportation
alternatives. Regional access to the Project Site is provided by the Pasadena/Harbor Freeway
(I-110/SR 110), located approximately 0.6 miles to the west; the Hollywood Freeway (US - 101),
located approximately 1.4 miles to the north; and the Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) located
approximately 0.7 miles to the south. These three freeways also provide access to the Golden
State/Santa Ana Freeway (I-5) to the north, and the San Bernardino Freeway (I-10) and Pomona
Freeway (SR-60) to the east and southeast, respectively. Local access to the Project Site is
provided by Broadway, Olympic Boulevard and Blackstone Court. The Project will ensure
compatibility with other development in the surrounding neighborhood by providing all parking
within the building, removing two existing driveways along Broadway and limiting vehicle access
to Olympic Boulevard and the alley.
The increase in Floor Area generated by the proposed Transfer will result in a project that is
compatible with other existing and proposed developments and the City’s supporting
infrastructure. The Receiver Site is located in the South Park District, surrounded by a mix of
low- to high-rise buildings. Immediately surrounding the Project site are one- to seven-story
commercial buildings and the 11-story Western Costume Building, a contributor to the Broadway
Theater and Commercial District, a National Register Historic District. The project site and those
sites to the north, east, and south have a land use designation of Regional Center Commercial.
The properties to the west have a land use designation of High Residential.
The proposed Receiver Site is centrally located near frequent transit services, would be
compatible with densely developed surroundings, and would be in close proximity to jobs,
housing, and a wide range of uses and public services. The intensity and mix of the proposed
residential and commercial uses are compatible with the current density and mix of uses in the
area, and will contribute to the establishment of a 24-hour community in downtown Los Angeles.
The Transfer is appropriate for the long-term development of the Central City because it will
enable the Project to include 189,960 square feet of residential and commercial uses in the South
Park District, contributing to the revitalization and modernization of Downtown Los Angeles
including job creation and increased City tax revenue generation, maintaining the strong image
of downtown as the major center of the metropolitan region, and serving as a linkage and catalyst
for other downtown development.
B. The Project is consistent with the purposes and objectives of the Redevelopment Plan.
The project is located in the City Center Redevelopment Project Area, established in May 2002
by the Community Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles (CRA/LA), which is now a Designated
Local Authority. The City Center Redevelopment Plan has the primary objective of eliminating
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and preventing blight in the Redevelopment Project Area. The project is consistent with the
objectives (Section 105) of the City Center Redevelopment Plan as follows:
Objective 1: To eliminate and prevent the spread of blight and deterioration and to rehabilitate
and redevelop the Project Area in accordance with this Plan.
The Receiver Site would remove a surface parking lot and construct 163 residential units and
6,406 square feet of retail/commercial space. The existing surface parking lot has two driveways
along Broadway, a billboard, and other large signage. Further, the Project would eliminate two
curb cuts and provide landscape improvements along Broadway and Olympic Boulevard.
Altogether, these improvements would help to eliminate and prevent the spread of blight and
deterioration and to rehabilitate and redevelop the Project Area in accordance with the
Redevelopment Plan.
Objective 2: To further the development of Downtown as the major center of the Los Angeles
metropolitan region, within the context of the Los Angeles General Plan as envisioned by the
General Plan Framework, Concept Plan, City-wide Plan portions, the Central City Community
Plan, and the Downtown Strategic Plan.
The Project would provide a mixed-use development of high density in Downtown close to urban
transit and many employment opportunities, furthering the development of Downtown as the
major center of the Los Angeles metropolitan region.
Objective 3: To create an environment that will prepare, and allow, the Central City to accept that
share of regional growth and development which is appropriate, and which is economically and
functionally attracted to it.
The Project provides density appropriate to reinforce the Central City as the center of the Los
Angeles metropolitan region. The employment and residential dwelling unit opportunities support
a fair share of regional growth and development.
Objective 4: To promote the development and rehabilitation of economic enterprises including
retail, commercial, service, sports and entertainment, manufacturing, industrial and hospitality
uses that are intended to provide employment and improve the Project Area’s tax base.
The Project furthers the development and rehabilitation of economic enterprises in Downtown. It
will provide retail and commercial opportunities. The new residents will shop, eat, entertain and
work at local business establishments and will enhance employment opportunities and the area’s
tax base.
Objective 5: To guide growth and development, reinforce viable functions, and facilitate the
redevelopment, revitalization or rehabilitation of deteriorated and underutilized areas.
The Project site consists of a surface parking lot that would be replaced with a vibrant mixed-use
development that will activate the streetscape and provide new residents to shop, eat and work
at various neighborhood establishments.
Objective 6: To create a modern, efficient and balanced urban environment for people, including
a full range of around-the-clock activities and uses, such as recreation, sports, entertainment
and housing.
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The Project Site would provide 163 residential units and 6,406 square feet of new commercial
uses and would further a modern, efficient and balanced urban environment for people, including
a full range of around-the-clock activities and uses in close proximity to existing transit,
entertainment and commercial uses.
Objective 7: To create a symbol of pride and identity which gives the Central City a strong image
as the major center of the Los Angeles region.
The Project provides density appropriate for the Central City and helps to reinforce Downtown
as the major center of the Los Angeles region.
Objective 8: To facilitate the development of an integrated transportation system which will allow
for the efficient movement of people and goods into, through and out of the Central City.
The Project is within approximately 0.4 miles of the Metro Red, Purple, Blue and Expo Lines,
and in close proximity to a significant number of bus lines. The Project’s proximity to mass transit,
as well as easy freeway and major highway access helps to facilitate and encourage the
development of an integrated transportation system which will allow for the efficient movement
of people and goods into, through and out of the Central City.
Objective 9: To achieve excellence in design, based on how the Central City is to be used by
people, giving emphasis to parks, green spaces, streetscapes, street trees, and places designed
for walking and sitting, and to develop an open space infrastructure that will aid in the creation
of a cohesive social fabric.
The Project proposes wide sidewalks with street trees, public open space along Olympic
Boulevard, as well as usable open space for residents in the highly developed urban environment
of Downtown Los Angeles. The Project provides public, private and common open space and
will provide green alley improvements along the project frontage in Blackstone Court. Altogether,
these improvements will aid in the creation of a cohesive social fabric.
Objective 11: To preserve key landmarks which highlight the history and unique character of the
City, blending old and new in an aesthetic realization of change or growth with distinction, and
facilitating the adaptive reuse of structures of architectural, historic or cultural merit.
There are neither key landmarks nor any structures on-site of architectural, historic or cultural
merit that could be adaptively reused. The Project is however adjacent to the Broadway Theater
and Entertainment Historic District and is adjacent to the Western Costume Building, a
contributor to the National Register Historic District. The Project includes a building height that
continues the street wall of the adjacent buildings with corresponding cornice lines and will utilize
architectural details and materials to maintain compatibility with the nearby historic resources
while providing new, modern architecture. The project will introduce minimal projections above
the streetwall, but will set back the projections from the property lines and will incorporate
compatible materials in order to achieve growth in the historic district while blending old and new.
Objective 12: To provide a full range of employment opportunities for persons of all income
levels.
In addition to temporary construction opportunities for skilled trades, the Project Site would
provide 6,406 square feet of new commercial that would provide job opportunities for the local
community.
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Objective 13: To provide high and medium density housing close to employment and available
to all ethnic, social and economic groups, and to make an appropriate share of the City’s lowand moderate-income housing available to residents of the area.
Without any public subsidy, the Project Site would provide 163 residential units close to
employment and available to all ethnic, social and economic groups. As many of the units would
be smaller in size than typical suburban type of developments, and a range of one and two
bedroom units will be offered, the Project would provide housing opportunities for a wide and
diverse array of income groups.
Objective 14: To provide the public and social services and facilities necessary to address the
needs of the various social, medical and economic problems of Central City residents and to
minimize the overconcentration or exclusive concentration of such services within the Project
Area.
The Project will directly provide support as part of the public benefit payment to certain recipients
in the local community of the Central City area. Furthermore, the increase in property and sales
taxes will benefit the local and greater community such that additional funds would be available
to address the needs of the local community.
Objective 15: To establish an atmosphere of cooperation among residents, workers, developers,
business, special interest groups and public agencies in the implementation of this Plan.
The Project has been reviewed by the Downtown Los Angeles Neighborhood Council (DLANC).
DLANC submitted a letter of support for the Project that was dated January 13, 2015, with a
recommendation that the applicant provide pedestrian walkways during construction of the
project in connection with any planned sidewalk closures. Maintaining pedestrian access during
construction is required as part of Condition of Approval Number 50 - T ransportation/T raffic.
C. The Transfer serves the public interest by complying with the requirements of Section 14.5.9 of
this Code.
As part of the Transfer Plan, a Public Benefit Payment is required and must serve a public
purpose, such as: providing for affordable housing; public open space; historic preservation;
recreational; cultural; community and public facilities; job training and outreach programs;
affordable child care; streetscape improvements; public arts programs; homeless services
programs; or public transportation improvements. The Transfer serves the public interest by
facilitating a project that will contribute to the sustained economic vitality of the Central City, and
by contributing a total Public Benefit Payment of $1,275,168.76 (based on a formula that includes
the Transfer of 65,982 square feet) and a TFAR Transfer Payment of $329,910 (based on the
Transfer of 65,982 square feet from the Convention Center multiplied by $5.00), in accordance
with the TFAR Ordinance No. 181,574. The Public Benefit Payment consists of a 50 percent
cash payment of $637,584.38 to the Public Benefit Payment Trust Fund, and 50 percent public
benefits that are directly provided.

Public Benefit Payment
50% Public Benefit
Cash Payment

$637,584.38

50% Public Benefit
Direct Provision

$637,584.38
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Public Benefit Payment Total

$1,275,168.76

The Applicant has proposed to provide off-site improvements in the alley adjacent to the project
site as well as directly provide public benefits by providing monies to proposed recipients, the
Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc (LASI), Chrysalis, Deep Green Housing and Community
Development, and the Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative (LANI) in the amounts shown below,
which totals 50 percent or $637,584.38 of the Public Benefit Payment.

Direct Provision of Public Benefits
Recipient

Percentage

Total

Off-Site Improvements

20.73%

$132,158.74

Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc

24.41%

$155,618.85

Chrysalis

2.33%

$14,858.08

Deep Green

36.67%

$233,819.28

LANI

15.86%

$101,129.43

Direct Provision Total

100%

$637,584.38

Off-Site Improvements
Blackstone Court
The Applicant has proposed to provide off-site improvements to Blackstone Court, the alley
immediately adjacent to the project site. The applicant will construct and maintain a greenscape
and hardscape amenity the length and width of the alley that is adjacent to the proposed project.
The funding would be applied to offset a portion of the alley improvement costs. The alley
improvements are intended to create a shared space in the alley which will still maintain access
for loading and deliveries but will also provide a well-lit aesthetically pleasing space for
pedestrians. Included in the proposed improvements are lighting, a green screen trellis wall along
the backside of the building and geometric-scored concrete paving and three linear bands of turf
block pavers with natural grass and permeable surfaces.
Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc
The Applicant has proposed to directly provide public benefits in the amount of $155,618.85 to
the Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc (LaSi). The funds would be utilized for development and
operations of the Downtown LA Streetcar project.
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Chrysalis
The Applicant has proposed to directly provide public benefits in the amount of $14,858.08 to
Chrysalis. The funds would be utilized to provide job training and support services for formerly
homeless individuals to transition them to the workforce and to provide infrastructure
maintenance of public sidewalks in the Historic Core area of Downtown.
Deep Green Housing and Community Development
671 S. Coronado Street
The Applicant has proposed providing $233,819.28 to Deep Green Housing and Community
Development to convert a basement space in the 49-unit Coronado Place affordable housing
project in a an Outreach and Support Services Center. The funding would pay for the renovation
and remodeling improvements to the space; spanning design, layout, construction, change of
use permitting, code compliance, and furniture, fixtures and equipment to make the space
operational.
Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative (LANI)
Bringing Back Broadway Initiatives
The Applicant has proposed to directly provide public benefits in the amount of $101,129.43 to
Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative (LANI). The funds would be utilized to fund projects that
specifically benefit Bringing Back Broadway initiatives, and which include: streetscape
improvements and facade lighting through and in concert with the Broadway Streetscape plans.
D.

The Transfer is in conformance with the Community Plan and any other relevant policy
documents previously adopted by the Commission or the City Council.
The Project Site (Receiver Site) is located within the Central City Community Plan and has a
Regional Center Commercial land use designation. The Central City Community Plan describes
the Transfer of Floor Area Ratio (TFAR) as follows (page III-19):
“The transfer of floor area between and among sites is an important tool for Downtown to
direct growth to areas that can best accommodate increased density and from sites that
contain special uses worth preserving or encouraging."
The Transfer is in conformance with the Community Plan and other relevant policy documents
in that the Community Plan provides for transfers of floor area up to 13:1 floor area ratio on
parcels in Height District 4D and that the Transfer allows for the Project to advance a number of
specific objectives and policies contained in the Community Plan, including:
Objective 1-2: To increase the range of housing choices available to Downtown employees and
residents.
The TFAR would facilitate development of a mix of uses, including market-rate housing, and is
centrally located in a transit-rich area, which would allow residents to easily access their
residences and connect them to their jobs Downtown or throughout the City.
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Objective 2-1: To improve Central City’s competitiveness as a location for offices, business, retail
and industry.
Policy 2-1.2: To maintain a safe, clean, attractive and lively environment.
Objective 2-2: To retain the existing retail base in Central City.
Policy 2-2.1: Focus on attracting businesses and retail uses that build on existing
strengths of the area in terms of both the labor force, and businesses.
Policy 2-2.3: Support the growth of neighborhoods with small, local retail services.
The proposed Transfer would increase the redevelopment potential of the Receiver Site by
facilitating a dense mixed-use development that reinforces and enhances the existing South Park
District, which currently accommodates a broad range of uses and attractions. The Project would
include 6,406 square feet of retail/commercial space on the ground floor that would provide job
opportunities. Additionally, the new retail/commercial space would enhance the existing retail
base in the area and support the needs of office workers, residents, and visitors. Furthermore,
the retail/commercial space would attract visitors who would contribute to the existing and
proposed retail base and would be able to easily access the nearby tourist and convention sites
through the use of existing robust public transportation infrastructure. The ground-level
commercial uses and pedestrian-oriented design will activate the street frontages and contribute
to lively environment.
Objective 2-4: To encourage a mix of uses which create an active, 24-hour downtown
environment for current residents and which would also foster increased tourism.
Policy 2-4.1: Promote night life activity by encouraging restaurants, pubs, night clubs,
small theaters, and other specialty uses to reinforce existing pockets of activity.
The proposed Transfer will help support an active, 24-hour community downtown by enabling
the Project to provide a dense mix of complementary uses that serve workers, residents, and
visitors around the clock. The Receiver Site is well situated to accommodate increased density
due to its transit-oriented location and surrounding built-up context. The Project utilizes the
Transfer of Floor Area provision of the Municipal Code to achieve a floor area ratio of 9.2:1,
which would take an underutilized site that contains a surface parking lot and convert it into a
mixed-use development that serves a variety of goals and objectives in the Central City.
Objective 11-1: To keep downtown as the focal point of the regional mobility system
accommodating internal access and mobility needs as well.
Objective 11-3: To provide an internal circulation system with a focus of connecting specific pairs
of activity centers to a system that provides greater geographic coverage of Downtown, thus
giving the Downtown traveler more choices and more flexibility.
Objective 11-4: To take advantage of the district’s easy access to two mass transit rail lines, the
freeway system, and major boulevards that connect Downtown to the region.
Internal Circulation System Policy: Increase pedestrian orientation in the district.
Objective 11-6: To accommodate pedestrian open space and usage in Central City. (Page IV-8)
Policy 11-6.1: Preserve and enhance Central City’s primary pedestrian-oriented streets
and sidewalks and create a framework for the provision of additional pedestrian friendly
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streets and sidewalks which complement the unique qualities and character of the
communities in Central City.
Urban Design Objective: To develop a street hierarchy to serve transit, traffic, pedestrian, open
space, and truck access needs in a coordinated manner.
Urban Design Objective: To provide an extensive, well-formed and well-maintained pedestrian
network.
As highlighted above, the Transfer would result in a Project that includes enhanced streetscape
improvements for the benefit of Downtown residents, workers, and visitors. The Project would
enhance the pedestrian environment by providing wide sidewalks, landscaping and street trees
along street frontages and will provide a public open space with the averaged sidewalk easement
on Olympic Boulevard. The Broadway Streetscape Improvements will be provided along both
sides of this block of Broadway by the project across the street. As part of the public benefit
payment, the applicant will also provide enhanced alley improvements adjacent to the project
site. The proposed building arrangement emphasizes a street wall with facades designed to
promote pedestrian interest along primary street frontages and pedestrian sidewalks. The
ground floor retail/commercial space would also contribute to lively, pedestrian-oriented streets.
The Project is also ideally located for pedestrian access given its proximity to the 7th Street/Metro
Center Metro subway station and its location at the crossroads of numerous major transit routes.
The Community Plan also incorporates the urban design criteria described in the Downtown
Design Guide. Pages 6-7 of the Design Guide outline "Design Principles for Creating a Livable
Downtown,” including the following:
“Employment Opportunities. Maintain and enhance the concentration ofjobs, in both the
public and private sectors, that provides the foundation of a sustainable Downtown. ”
“Housing Choices. Provide a range of housing types and price level that offer a full range
of choices, including home ownership, and bring people of diverse ages, ethnicities,
household sizes and incomes into daily interaction. ”
“Transportation Choices. Enable people to move around easily on foot, by bicycle, transit,
and auto. Accommodate cars but fewer than in the suburbs and allow people to live
easily without one. ”
“Recognize individual projects are the ‘building blocks’ of great streets and
neighborhoods. This requires particular attention to the way the building meets the
sidewalk, providing a transition to pedestrian scale and elements that activate the street. ”
“Respect historically significant districts and buildings, including massing and scale, and
neighborhood context, while at the same time, encouraging innovative architectural
design that expresses the identity of contemporary Los Angeles. ”
“Accommodate vehicular access and parking in a way that respects pedestrians and
public spaces and contributes to the quality of the neighborhood.”
“Express an underlying design philosophy (a ‘big idea’) that is articulated and supported
by all aspects of building design and initially conveyed through design sketches,
drawings, and specifications. ’’
“Sustainability is the overarching goal of the Design Guide and essential to the concept
of a livable Downtown. ”
The proposed Project is planned so as to fulfill each of these important design principles, by:
providing employment opportunities within the ground floor commercial/retail space; providing
housing choices that will serve a diverse population of downtown residents; utilizing proper site
design that orients the building to create a pedestrian friendly environment along adjacent
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sidewalks while at the same time minimizing vehicle and pedestrian conflicts by removing
driveways from Broadway and limiting vehicular access to the alley and one driveway on Olympic
Boulevard, and by locating high-density residential development in a transit-rich area.
Additionally, the Project respects the historic context of the neighborhood by providing a building
that continues the existing street wall with cornice lines that correspond to the adjacent building.
3. Variance - Pursuant to Section 12.27 of the Municipal Code, the Applicant requests a Variance
from Section 12.21 A.16(e)(2)(iii) to deviate from the siting requirements for long-term bicycle
parking. However, the applicant has since stated that the project will fully comply with the bicycle
parking requirements. Therefore, the request for a Variance from the bicycle parking siting
requirements is dismissed as not necessary.
4. Community Design Overlay Plan Approval - Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section
13.08, the Applicant requests a Community Design Overlay Plan Approval for a project in the
Broadway CDO.
A. The project substantially complies with the adopted Community Design Overlay Guidelines and
Standards.
As stated below, the project substantially complies with the CDO.
1. Respecting the Historic Context
GUIDELINE 1: Pursue creative and innovative contemporary designs for new buildings that will
complement Broadway’s designated National Register Historic District.
The proposed mixed-use building meets the standards under Guideline 1 which require new
construction to be pedestrian oriented and compatible with the existing mixed-use development
along Broadway, while also being differentiated from the existing, historic buildings. The project
is located within the vicinity of the Broadway Theater and Commercial District, a National
Register Historic District, which is characterized by buildings with a common setback abutting
the sidewalk, tripartite facades with ground level storefronts, and common building materials
such as glazed terra cotta and cast stone with the most prevalent architectural style being Beaux
Arts. The proposed building is compatible with existing development along Broadway, while also
being differentiated enough to appear new. The proposed project maintains the historic 150-foot
streetwall height and is close in height to the adjacent Western Costume Building. The project
will consist of a tri-partite composition typically found in classical mid-rise construction. The
building’s base at the ground level will be vertically divided into smaller bays and will feature a
granite bulkhead, bronze anodized aluminum storefront system with clear glass, full-height
storefront windows, transom windows, canopies, and medium grey glass fiber reinforced
concrete (GFRC) panels. As conditioned, the mid-section of the building will utilize light grey
GFRC panels and will be articulated with bronze anodized aluminum windows, and solid
balconies. The capital section of the building will utilize medium grey GFRC panels and a simple
cornice.
As conditioned, the Project will not include projecting balconies on the Broadway facade except
for a row of steel picket balconies reminiscent of fire escapes found on historic buildings along
Broadway. The removal of projecting balconies along the Broadway facade will increase
compatibility with nearby historic resources, which rarely included balconies. The building will
closely match the height and form of adjacent historic resources, while still being differentiated.

2. Building Orientation and Frontage
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GUIDELINE 2: Site buildings to promote pedestrian activity along the public right-of-way by
placing business entrances on the street. Developments should not face inward but rather should
be oriented towards the street to reinforce the existing character of the Broadway Corridor.
Guideline 2 requires that buildings be built to the front property lines and oriented to the street
with parking located either at the rear of the building or underground and that the ground floor
maintain a minimum floor-to-ceiling height of 15-feet. The Project is oriented towards Broadway
and Olympic Boulevard and all parking is fully contained within the building, with no parking
levels visible from the street. The building contains a prominent lobby entrance on Broadway and
commercial/retail space along the remaining Broadway and Olympic Boulevard frontages. Each
commercial/retail space is oriented towards the street with individual entries along Broadway and
Olympic Boulevard. All 6,406 square feet of ground floor retail maintains a floor-to-ceiling height
of at least 15 feet and a depth of at least 25 feet.
3. Setbacks
GUIDELINE 3: Encourage an inviting pedestrian environment and provide for streetwall
continuity by locating new buildings at the property line or the prevailing setback, as applicable.
Where permitted, additional setback areas should encourage active public uses through
additional street trees, outdoor seating areas, kiosks, forecourts and arcades.
The project meets the standards under Guideline 3 by locating the building at the property line,
which is consistent with the prevailing streetwall. The building will be built to all property lines.
The building will have a height of 150 feet, which is consistent with nearby buildings.
4. Open Space
GUIDELINE 4: Encourage publicly accessible, urban open spaces as part of a project site design
to invite and encourage pedestrian activity. Create inviting spaces, provide shade, screen
unattractive areas, and enhance architectural detailing through the thoughtful and careful
placement of landscaping. Paseos and arcades should accommodate pedestrian traffic and offer
opportunities for amenities such as outdoor dining, sitting areas, and landscaping. The arcade
presents the opportunity for pedestrian-oriented retail.
The Project has less than 300 feet of Broadway street frontage so it is not required to provide a
paseo, however the Project will fulfill Standard 4e by averaging the sidewalk easement along
Olympic Boulevard to create a 43-foot tall niche along Olympic Boulevard that will provide public
open space. The project will also provide open space on the 2nd level and on the rooftop. In
addition, the applicant proposed providing alley improvements as part of the required TFAR
public benefits.
6. Building Scale and Massing
GUIDELINE 6: Building and massing of new buildings should complement the existing urban
form and the prevailing height of existing buildings while considering light, shadows, views, etc.
The proposed project consists of a 15-story building with a height of 150 feet to the top of parapet
and one-story of penthouse units projecting 9-feet, 6-inches above the roof, setback 30 feet from
the edge of the building. The building is built to the property lines and maintains the existing
street wall while also closely matching neighboring buildings in height. As proposed, the Project
would be built to the northern property line, adjacent to the Western Costume residential building,
a contributor to the Broadway Theater and Commercial Historic District. The massing of the
project is consistent with the urban form of the Broadway Historic District and will complement
nearby buildings. The penthouse units will have little to no visual impact from the pedestrian
level.
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7. Building Articulation
GUIDELINE 7: Heighten visual interest and enhance pedestrian orientation by incorporating
variation in the facades of buildings. These elements and variations may include: architectural
features; changes in building materials, texture and color; generously sized, transparent display
windows; arcades, canopies and awnings; cornices, and other details such as transom windows
and overdoors. New developments should be governed by a formal architectural concept, like
the existing historic structures, that exhibits variation in the basic principles of visual order to
clarify buildings’ uses and differentiate ground floor uses.
The Project fulfills the Standards under Guideline 7 by providing fa?ade fenestration and
articulation similar to those typical of the area. The building is divided into three parts with
different materials and colors proposed for the base, middle and top. The ground floor maintains
more than 70 percent transparency and includes large display windows which will utilize clear,
non-reflective glass as conditioned. The ground floor is broken up into individual storefronts with
traditional bulkheads and transoms and canopies to define entrances.
8. Entry T reatments
GUIDELINE 8: Each building should have a prominent main building entrance that allows
pedestrians access to a main lobby from Broadway and any perpendicular side street to an active
pedestrian environment.
The Broadway entrance to the residential lobby will be defined by a larger canopy, pedestrian
lighting, and a backlit metal panel with an ornamental perforation pattern that will extend vertically
through the fifth story.
9. Storefronts
GUIDELINE 9: Encourage window-shopping and an active pedestrian environment by providing
a significant level of storefront transparency at the ground floor on building facades along public
streets. Storefronts should allow maximum visibility from sidewalk areas into the interior of all
commercial uses. Storefront entrances should be designed so that they are a predominant
architectural feature on the building fagade and create an inviting entrance.
The ground floor of the Project includes large windows and doors which occupy greater than 70percent of the ground floor fa?ade. As conditioned and shown in Exhibit A, the ground floor
storefronts will utilize clear, non-reflective glass, and incorporate bulkheads and recessed
windows, thus complying with the Standards of Guideline 9.
10. Windows
GUIDELINE 10: All structures should have as many windows as possible on the ground floor
when facing a street or pedestrian walkway. There should be little or no blank wall area, except
to separate buildings or retail/office spaces. This increases safety by allowing businesses to have
‘eyes on the street’ and passerby to see interior building activities. Windows should incorporate
passive solar and other green building standards to the extent feasible to reduce energy
consumption.
As conditioned, the Project will use clear, non-reflective glass on the ground floor. As evident in
Exhibit A, the ground floor fa?ade will have greater than 70 percent transparency, thus complying
with the Standards of Guideline 10.
11. Facades, Exterior Surface Materials & Color
GUIDELINE 11: The texture of building facades should be complementary to other buildings in
the surrounding area. Large expanses of the same building material detract from the building’s
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aesthetics. The use of varied and complementary building materials reduces the mass of a
building and creates visual interest.
As shown in Exhibit A, the Project will utilize GFRC panels, metal panels, and aluminum windows
and storefronts, which are complementary to the surrounding architectural character and style.
The Project will utilize projections, fenestrations and changes in materials and colors to break up
the fa?ade and reduce the mass of the building.
12. Lighting
GUIDELINE 12: Lighting should be incorporated into the design not only to accentuate
architectural features, but also to provide a safe environment for pedestrian activity. All open
areas, including parking lots, walkways, and trash areas, should have security lighting for safety.
As conditioned and shown in Exhibit A, storefronts, entryways, and pedestrian areas will be
illuminated with down-cast lighting and architectural features shall be illuminated with accent uplights to the greatest extent possible, thus complying with the Standards of Guideline 12.
13. Awnings and Canopies
GUIDELINE 13: Where appropriate, use awnings or canopies to define the public realm of the
sidewalk, provide shelter and shade, and enhance the building fagade by adding variation, color,
and horizontal rhythm. Awnings and canopies reinforce a pedestrian scale and add a comfortable
sense of enclosure to outdoor seating and other active public uses.
As evident in Exhibit A, the Project will include individual canopies along the ground floor fa?ade
at each storefront entrance. The residential lobby entrance on Broadway will utilize a larger
canopy that projects further than the individual storefront canopies.

14. Security Grilles
GUIDELINE 14: buildings should be designed with security features that effectively deter criminal
activity while maintaining a positive image about the community. When used, security grilles
should be screened from view during business hours and should be integrated into the design
of the building.
As conditioned, all security grilles will be transparent and the mechanical housing will be
screened.
15. Utilities, Mechanical Equipment, Trash Containers & Loading
GUIDELINE 15: Utilities, storage areas, loading docks, mechanical equipment and other service
areas should be screened form the adjacent public right-of-way. Equipment can be screened
from public view through the use of building parapets, landscaping walls and other similar
architectural treatments. Plywood and wood lattice screens should be avoided.
Service areas and trash containers will be located entirely within the building and will be
accessed from Olympic Boulevard and the alley. As conditioned, no mechanical equipment will
project beyond any windows facing Broadway and all rooftop and other mechanical equipment
will be screened from view on Broadway.
18. Parking and Parking Structure Design
GUIDELINE 1: Parking lots and structures should fit within the urban fabric; massing, scale and
fagade articulation should respond to the surroundings and provide a degree of three
dimensional interest. The overall design should promote pedestrian safety by minimizing conflict
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with vehicles. Parking should encourage a balance between a pedestrian-oriented Broadway
and necessary car storage. Protect nearby residents from potential adverse impacts - noise,
visual, or otherwise - of parking and parking structures.
All parking related to the Project will be provided entirely within the building. Parking will be
provided on four subterranean levels, and the ground floor. Ground floor parking will be entirely
lined by retail and lobby uses along Broadway and Olympic Boulevard and no parking levels will
be visible from the street. There will be no driveway access from Broadway and access will be
provided from Olympic Boulevard and Blackstone Court (alley).
19. Vehicular Access
GUIDELINE 2: Minimize conflicts between pedestrians on the sidewalk and automotive traffic by
providing vehicular access to parking areas along side streets or alleys wherever possible.
The proposed Project will not have any curb cuts on Broadway and all vehicle access will be
provided from Olympic Boulevard and Blackstone Court (alley).
B. The structures, site plan and landscaping are harmonious in scale and design with existing
development and any cultural, scenic or environmental resources adjacent to the site and the
vicinity.
As conditioned by this approval, the project is in substantial conformance with the design
guidelines and standards (see above). The project is conditioned to comply with the CDO
requirements and will be compatible with the mixed-use, pedestrian oriented development along
Broadway. The project is located within the vicinity of the Broadway Theater and Commercial
District, a National Register Historic District, which is characterized by buildings with a common
setback abutting the sidewalk, tripartite facades with ground level storefronts, and common
building materials such as glazed terra cotta and cast stone with the most prevalent architectural
style being Beaux Arts. The project, as conditioned, will provide a compatible massing and
articulation and will incorporate simplified elements of Beaux Arts architecture while utilizing
materials similar in texture and visual quality.
The project introduces commercial space and a residential lobby, all with large windows, where
there is currently a surface parking lot with excess driveways and a billboard. The project will be
compatible in height to adjacent historic resources and will continue the existing street wall. The
one-story of penthouse units and pool, which will project above 150 feet will have little to no
visual impact and will maintain the historic street wall. The project will utilize materials and
architectural elements that are compatible with nearby historic resources.
The proposed project is harmonious in form and design with existing resources and will activate
an underutilized site in an otherwise active, vibrant area of Broadway.
5. Site Plan Review — Pursuant to Section 16.05 the Municipal Code, a Site Plan Review is
required for a project that creates, or results in an increase of 50 or more dwelling units. The
proposed project will create a maximum 189,960 square feet of development on a 20,663
square-foot site including 163 residential units and 6,406 square feet of retail/commercial uses.
A. That the project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the
General Plan, applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.
The Los Angeles General Plan sets forth goals, objectives and programs that guide both Citywide
and community specific land use policies. The General Plan is comprised of a range of Statemandated elements, including, Land Use, Mobility, Noise, Safety, Housing and Conservation.
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The City’s Land Use Element is divided into 35 community plans that establish parameters for
land use decisions within those sub-areas of the City.
The Project Site is located entirely within the boundaries of the Central City Community Plan.
The Project Site has a land use designation of Regional Center Commercial. The proposed
mixed-use development with multi-family residential and commercial uses is consistent with the
properties’ land use designations and the underlying zoning. The proposed Project will be in
substantial conformance with the purposes, intent, and provisions of the General Plan and all of
its elements.
The Framework Element
The Framework Element for the General Plan (Framework Element) was adopted by the Los
Angeles City Council on December 11, 1996 and re-adopted on August 8, 2001. The Framework
Element provides guidance regarding policy issues for the entire City of Los Angeles, including
the Project site. The Framework Element of the General Plan establishes general policies for
the City of Los Angeles based on projected population growth. Land use, housing, urban form
and neighborhood design, open space, economic development, transportation, infrastructure,
and public services are all addressed in the context of accommodating future City-wide
population increases. The City’s various land use “categories” are defined based on appropriate
corresponding development standards including density, height, and use.
The Framework Element defines the Downtown Center, which is bounded by Cesar Chavez
Avenue to the north; Alameda Street to the east; Santa Monica (10) Freeway to the south; and
the Harbor (110) Freeway to the west, as “an international center for finance and trade that
serves the population of the five-county metropolitan region.” It is the largest government center
in the region and the location for major cultural and entertainment facilities, hotels, high-rise
residential towers, regional transportation facilities, and the Convention Center. These uses
serve the region, state, nation, and global needs. Generally, the Downtown Center is
characterized by Floor Area Ratios (FARs) up to 13:1 and high-rise buildings.
The proposed development is consistent with the following goals, objectives and policies of the
Framework Element for Multi-Family Residential:
Goal 3C: Multi-family neighborhoods that enhance the quality of life for the City’s existing and
future residents.
Objective 3.7: Provide for stability and enhancement of multi-family residential neighborhoods
and allow for growth in areas where there is sufficient public infrastructure and services and the
residents’ quality of life can be maintained or improved.
The proposed development is consistent with the following Framework Element Downtown
Center goals, objectives and policies:
Goal 3G: A Downtown Center as the primary economic, governmental, and social focal point of
the region with an enhanced residential community.
Objective 3.11: Provide for the continuation and expansion of government, business, cultural,
entertainment, visitor serving, housing, industries, transportation, supporting uses and similar
functions at a scale and intensity that distinguishes and uniquely defines the Downtown Center.
Policy 3.11.1: Encourage the development of land uses and implement urban design
improvements guided by the Downtown Strategic Plan.
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Objective 3.15: Focus mixed commercial/residential uses, neighborhood-oriented retail,
employment opportunities and civic and quasi-public uses around urban transit stations, while
protecting and preserving surrounding low-density neighborhoods from the encroachment of
incompatible land uses.
Policy 3.15.3: Increase the density generally within one quarter mile of transit stations,
determining appropriate locations based on consideration of the surrounding land use
characteristics to improve their viability as new transit routes and stations are funded in
accordance with Policy 3.1.6.
The Project site is currently underutilized and improved with a surface parking lot. The Applicant
proposes to revitalize the site with a mixed-use residential and commercial building that will
provide ground floor commercial/retail uses and residential units contained in a 15-story building.
The Project site is at an optimal location for high-density development as it is located in a transitrich area of Downtown. The Project is located 0.4 miles from the 7th Street/Metro Center Metro
Station, which is served by the Metro Red, Purple, Blue and Expo Lines, with connections to the
Gold Line. From this station, the Metro Red Line provides access to Hollywood and the San
Fernando Valley, with connecting service to the Metro Orange Line (serving the west Valley and
Chatsworth). The Metro Purple Line serves Koreatown, with future service to West Los Angeles.
The Metro Blue Line serves Long Beach with connections to the Metro Green Line. The Expo
Line serves Santa Monica. The Metro Red Line and Purple Line also serve Downtown including
Los Angeles Union Station, with connecting service to the Metro Gold Line (serving Azusa and
East Los Angeles), Amtrak passenger rail, Metrolink commuter rail, and bus service for regional
and local lines.
Metro operates many local, limited and rapid stop routes within reasonable walking distance
(one-quarter mile) of the Project Site. Metro bus lines 2/302, 4, 10, 14, 28/728, 37, 66, 70/770,
71,76, 78/378, 79, 81,83, 90, 91, 94/794, 96 all have stops within one-quarter mile of the project
site. In addition the Big Blue Bus R10 and DASH D and E lines have stops near the site. Given
the proximity of the Project site to the 7th Street/Metro Center subway station and other transit
options, strong transit use is anticipated by residents, guests, visitors and employees of the site.
The project takes advantage of the location by offering a mixed-use project with 163 residential
units and ground floor commercial uses.
The location of the Project near major transit services epitomizes the Framework Element’s
vision of integrating Downtown Center density with public transportation infrastructure and would
encourage the use of transit by on-site residents and their guests, retail patrons, and employees.
This development scale is compatible with the Framework Element that envisions that the
“Downtown Center would continue to accommodate the highest development densities in the
City and function as the principal transportation hub for the region.” By enabling the construction
of a high-density housing project in close proximity to jobs, services, entertainment uses and a
transit rich area, the Transfer of Floor Area and Site Plan Review would be consistent with
several goals and policies of the Framework Element.
Land Use Element - Central City Community Plan
The Central City Community Plan was updated and adopted by the Los Angeles City Council on
January 8, 2003. The Project, as a mixed-use transit-oriented development, advances a number
of specific goals and objectives contained in the Central City Community Plan. These include:
Objective 1-2: To increase the range of housing choices available to Downtown employees and
residents.
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The Plan recognizes that, “The continued economic and social viability of Central City depends
on the contributions of a stable population and vibrant, cohesive neighborhoods. Therefore, a
primary objective of the Central City Plan is to facilitate the expansion of housing choices in order
to attract new, economically and ethnically diverse households (page III-1).’’ This project clearly
promotes new housing opportunities for Downtown Los Angeles by proposing the addition of 163
dwelling units to the housing stock of Historic Downtown. Furthermore, the new residential units
will not remove existing residential units or displace residents, but would instead revitalize an
underutilized parking lot. The Project will contribute to the City’s housing stock and will be
comprised of a mix of 99 one-bedroom units and 64 two-bedroom units.
The proposed 6,406 square-foot commercial/retail space located at ground level will meet the
needs of the residents, be compatible with the residential units and activate Broadway and
Olympic Boulevard. The commercial/retail space is ancillary to the residential units, but is a vital
component of the Project that will help tie into the lively urban environment of Downtown.
Objective 2-4: To encourage a mix of uses which create an active, 24-hour downtown
environment for current residents and which would also foster increased tourism.
The proposed project will include a total of 6,406 square feet of commercial/retail space on the
ground floor. The retail space will benefit the residents of the building, residents of adjacent
buildings, as well as the employees that work nearby and visitors to Downtown The proposed
commercial space also provides employment opportunities for area residents and creates a
linkage between jobs and housing.
Downtown Design Guide
The Downtown Design Guide was adopted by City Council on April 24, 2009 as a General Plan
Amendment to the Central City Community Plan to revise Chapter V of the Central City
Community Plan text to incorporate the Downtown Design Guide, Urban Design Standards and
Guidelines. The Downtown Design Guide supplements Municipal Code provisions and applies
to all projects within its boundaries of the Hollywood Freeway (Interstate 101) on the north, the
Santa Monica Freeway (Interstate 10) on the south, Harbor Freeway (Interstate 110) on the west
and Alameda Street and San Pedro Street on the east. The Downtown Design Guide contains
standards and guidelines for sustainable design, sidewalks and setbacks, ground floor treatment,
parking and access, massing and street wall, on-site open space, architectural detail,
streetscape improvements and signage prepared at a finer grain specifically for the Downtown
Neighborhood Districts.
As conditioned, the project complies with the requirements of the Downtown Design Guide. The
Project Site is subject to both the Broadway CDO (and corresponding Ordinance 180,871) and
the Downtown Design Guide. The Broadway CDO supersedes the Downtown Design Guide;
however the Project would have to comply with the Downtown Design Guide on any regulations
where the CDO is silent. The applicant has not asked to deviate from any of the relevant
Downtown Design Guide requirements and as conditioned the project will fully comply with the
Downtown Design Guide.
Downtown Street Standards
On April 24, 2009, the City Council adopted a General Plan Amendment (Case No. CPC-20084502-GPA) to the Central City Community Plan to: (a) re-designate selected streets from Major
and Secondary Highways to Modified Major and Modified Secondary Highways; (b) revise
Chapter V of the Central City Community Plan text to incorporate Downtown Design Guide,
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Urban Design Standards and Guidelines; and (c) concurrently amend the Transportation
Element to revise the Urban Design Chapter and amend the Street Designations for a subarea
generally bounded by the 101 Freeway on the north, the 110 Freeway on the west, the 10
Freeway on the south, and San Pedro and Alameda Streets on the east. In addition, the City
Council approved the recommendation to continue efforts of the Ad Hoc Downtown Street
Standards Committee (DSSC). The DSSC includes representatives from City Planning, Bureau
of Engineering, Department of Transportation, Community Redevelopment Agency, and Council
Districts 9 and 14, and was formed to evaluate the Downtown street system block-by-block and
to develop revised street standards that balance traffic flow with other important street functions
including transit routes and stops, pedestrian environments, bicycle routes, building design and
site access.
On June 7, 2013, the City Planning Commission adopted a resolution approving the Broadway
Streetscape Plan which provides guidelines for future public improvements along Broadway
between 2nd Street and Olympic Boulevard. The Plan calls for a physical reconfiguration of
Broadway that gives higher priority to pedestrians in the form of wider sidewalks, as well as curb
extensions that allow for new parking/loading zones to buffer sidewalk areas and that result in
shorter crossing distances for pedestrians.
The modified street standards require the following cross sections:
Broadway: Adjoining the property to the east is a Modified Avenue II and is required to
have a right-of-way of 80 feet and a half right-of-way of 40 feet, consisting of a 28-foot
half roadway plus a 12-foot sidewalk and a 5-foot sidewalk easement.
Olympic Boulevard: Adjoining the property to the south is a Modified Avenue I and is
required to have a right-of-way of 106 feet and a half right-of-way of 55 feet, consisting
of a 40-foot roadway plus a 15-foot sidewalk and an 8-foot average sidewalk easement.
The Project complies with the above cross sections.
Mobility Element
The City’s Mobility Plan 2035 was adopted by City Council on January 20, 2016. The Mobility
Element of the General Plan guides development of a citywide transportation system with the
goal of ensuring the efficient movement of people and goods. The Mobility Element recognizes
that primary emphasis must be placed on maximizing the efficiency of existing and proposed
transportation infrastructure through advanced transportation technology, reduction of vehicle
trips, and focused growth in proximity to public transit and improvements to pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure. The project is consistent with the following objectives, policies and
programs:
2.3 Pedestrian Infrastructure: Recognize walking as a component of every trip, and ensure highquality pedestrian access in all site planning and public right-of-way modifications to provide a
safe and comfortable walking environment.
2.10 Loading Areas: Facilitate the provision of adequate on- and off-street loading areas.
3.3 Land Use Access and Mix: Promote equitable land use decisions that result in fewer vehicle
trips by providing greater proximity and access to jobs, destinations, and other neighborhood
services.
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3.8 Bicycle Parking: Provide bicyclists with convenient, secure, and well-maintained bicycle
parking facilities.
The project proposes a pedestrian-oriented environment by locating high-density residential with
ground floor retail uses in close proximity to public transportation and the jobs rich environment
of Downtown. The project provides an off-street loading area, bicycle parking, and a pedestrian
oriented residential lobby and ground floor retail. The project will provide residential units and
neighborhood serving retail uses in close proximity to transit and the many pedestrians and
shoppers who patronize the Broadway District. Residents who live in the proposed project are
within walking distance to many commercial, institutional, cultural and recreational amenities
reducing the need for automobile transportation. In addition, the project is conveniently located
to local and major bus lines, as well as the 7th Street/Metro Center Metro Station, in express
conformity with the Mobility Element’s policies and objectives.
Housing Element
The City’s Housing Element for 2013-2021 was adopted by City Council on December 3, 2013.
The project is consistent with the following objectives, policies and programs:
Goal 1: A City where housing production and preservation result in an adequate supply of
ownership and rental housing that is safe, healthy, sanitary and affordable to people of all income
levels, races, ages, and suitable for their various needs.
Objective 1.1: Provide an adequate supply of rental and ownership housing for households in
order to meet current and projected levels.
Policy 1.1.4: Expand opportunities for residential development, particularly in
designated Centers, Transit Oriented Districts and along Mixed-Use Boulevards.
Objective 2.2: Promote sustainable neighborhoods that have mixed-income housing, jobs,
amenities, services and transit.
Policy 2.2.3: Promote and facilitate a jobs/housing balance at a citywide level.
The project requests a Transfer of Floor Area from the Convention Center to the Project Site for
65,982 square feet to allow 189,960 square feet in lieu of the allowable floor area of 123,978
square feet. Permitting the transfer of floor area allows the applicant to develop more residential
units, thereby increasing the housing stock in the Historic Downtown District. The creation of 163
new condominium units will also provide the opportunity for ownership in Downtown, a
neighborhood that is already jobs-rich. Furthermore, permitting the increase in floor area also
helps the City to accommodate growth in Downtown and at the same time locate growth in close
proximity to a transit rich area. The project will provide high-density housing along and near
several transportation lines. These lines include the Red, Purple, Blue and Expo Rail Lines,
several major Metro Transit Authority Lines, and DOT Dash Lines. These transportation lines
allow for access to employment centers in all parts of the metropolitan area and help reduce the
number of vehicles on the road.
B. The project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including height, bulk and
setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, landscaping, trash collections, and
other such pertinent improvements, which is or will be compatible with existing and future
development on neighboring properties.
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Development of the Project Site into a mixed-use residential and commercial building comprised
of 6,406 square feet of commercial/retail space and 163 dwelling units would be consistent and
compatible with existing and future development on neighboring and other properties within close
proximity. The Project Site is located in the South Park neighborhood and is adjacent to the
Broadway Theater and Entertainment District, a National Register Historic District, and is located
within the Broadway CDO. The proposed project is 15 stories with a height to top of parapet of
150 feet. Several penthouse units will project above the roof a total of 9-feet and 6-inches. The
penthouse units will observe the required 30 foot setback from the property line, however. The
project will be built to all property lines and is consistent in height and form to the adjacent historic
resources. The project is surrounded by the 11-story Western Costume Building to the north,
one- to eight-story commercial buildings to the east, and one-story commercial buildings to the
south and west.
Building Arrangement (height, bulk and setbacks)
The proposed Project is built to the property line along both the Broadway and Olympic
Boulevard frontages, thus satisfying the setback requirements of both the Broadway CDO and
the Downtown Design Guide, which require retail uses to be built to the property line. The Project
will be providing commercial/retail and residential lobby space on the ground floor along
Broadway and commercial/retail space and public open space on the ground floor along Olympic
Boulevard.
The proposed project maintains the existing streetwall and at 150-feet in height to the top of
parapet is consistent with the adjacent Western Costume Building and other nearby historic
resources. The applicant is requesting a Zone Change to modify [Q] Qualified Conditions
Number 6.c and 7 of Ordinance 180,871. The Broadway CDO and Ordinance 180,871, which
became effective on October 26, 2009, removed a previous [Q] condition that limited height in
this area to 150 feet. It was determined that the historic fabric along Broadway south of 4th Street
consisted primarily of buildings built to the property line with a height ranging from 100 to 150
feet. In order to mitigate the potential impacts of allowing buildings to exceed 150 feet in height,
Ordinance 180,871 requires that all portions of buildings above 150 feet (south of 4th Street) be
stepped back from the front and side property lines by at least 30 feet and to maintain a lot
coverage of between 30 and 40 percent. The proposed project requests these conditions be
modified to allow a rooftop pool and associated guard wall to project slightly above 150 feet and
be located within the 30-foot setback and to allow one-story of penthouse units to project 9-feet,
6-inches above 150 feet while not meeting the minimum lot coverage. The rooftop projections
do not constitute a true tower element and will still meet the spirit and intent of the regulations
while resulting in little to no visual impact. Additionally, this area of Downtown allows a Transfer
of Floor Area Rights in order to allow buildings to develop beyond the Floor Area Ratios otherwise
prescribed.
As conditioned, the Project proposes a 15-story mixed-use building that is appropriate to
Downtown and the site’s Regional Center land use designation, while still maintaining
compatibility with the Historic District and surrounding buildings. The building height closely
matches that of the Western Costume Building, a contributor to the historic district and located
immediately adjacent to the project site to the north. The proposed project will also continue the
cornice line and will reference the fire escape on the front of the Western Costume Building by
providing a row of steel picket balconies that are reminiscent of a historic fire escape. The
applicant has removed all other projecting balconies from the Broadway facade, which serves to
improve compatibility of the project with nearby buildings.
The Project proposes an attractive design that references the Beaux Arts style of nearby
buildings. The podium of the proposed Project will consist of a tri-partite composition typically
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found in classical mid-rise construction (base, shaft, capital). The building base would be
vertically divided into individual bays. Exterior materials and finishes, as well as fenestration,
would further reinforce the classical division of the building. The base of the building at the ground
floor will feature a granite bulkhead, full-height storefront windows, canopies, clear glass, bronze
window mullions, transom panels, and GFRC panels. As proposed, the Project would comply
with building arrangement requirements.
Off-Street Parking Facilities and Loading Areas
The proposed Project will provide code required parking complying with the Parking and Access
requirements of Section 5 of the Downtown Design Guide. Based on the Central City Parking
Exception, the proposed project would be required to provide a total of 179 residential parking
spaces with 99 spaces designated for 99 one-bedroom units 80 spaces designated for 64 twobedroom units. The Bicycle Parking Ordinance allows further reduction of the required parking
by 15 percent, resulting in 152 required spaces. The applicant has proposed 202 parking spaces
in order to provide parking for the adjacent Western Costume Building which is being adapted to
live/work units and is under the same ownership as the project site. As conditioned the Project
could provide as few as 152 parking spaces, but shall not provide more than the proposed 202
parking spaces.
The commercial parking ratio for 6,406 square feet of new ground floor retail space will be based
on the exception for the Downtown Business District, according to LAMC Section 12.21-A,4(i)3
which requires at least one parking space per 1,000 square feet for business, commercial or
industrial buildings, having a gross floor area of 7,500 square feet or more. As the proposed
commercial/retail space is less than 7,500 square feet, no commercial parking spaces will be
required.
As conditioned, the Project will provide a maximum of 202 vehicle parking spaces and a minimum
of 152 vehicle parking spaces within four subterranean and one at-grade level for 163 residential
units and 6,406 square feet of commercial/retail space:
As conditioned the Project complies with Section 5.A.7 of the Downtown Design Guide which
states that, "No more than the minimum required parking may be provided unless provided for
adjacent buildings that lack adequate parking.” The Project will utilize the bicycle parking
reduction for the code required residential parking and is not required to provide commercial
parking, and additional parking will be provided for the adjacent historic building which is being
adaptively reused and does not contain any on-site parking.
The Bicycle Parking Ordinance, which applies to projects citywide, became effective on March
13, 2013. It includes design standards and siting requirements as well requirements for shortand long-term bicycle parking. Pursuant to the requirements of LAMC 12.21 A.4, 12.21 A.4(c),
12.21 A.16 and 12.21.1 A.5 (the Bicycle Parking Ordinance 182,386), the project is required to
provide a total of 185 bicycle parking spaces. The Downtown Design Guide includes a
requirement of one bicycle parking space for every two residential units, which amounts to 82
bicycle parking spaces. For the residential portion of the project, the Bicycle Parking Ordinance
requires 163 long term and 16 short term bicycle spaces. For the commercial portion of the
project, the Bicycle Parking Ordinance requires 3 long term and 3 short term bicycle parking
spaces. The Applicant is providing all of the code required bicycle parking spaces.
Vehicle and bicycle parking would be provided within four subterranean levels and one at-grade
level, all within the building footprint. Vehicular access would be provided via a two-way driveway
on Olympic Boulevard and two-way driveway off of Blackstone Court, the alley at the rear of the
project. The Project will close two existing driveways on Broadway and will limit driveways to the
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east-west street and the alley, thus complying with the Broadway CDO and the Downtown
Design Guide. The Project will also provide a loading zone on the ground floor.
Lighting
The proposed project proposes wall sconces flanking the Broadway lobby entrance. As
conditioned, additional exterior lighting will be provided in compliance with Section 12 of the
Broadway CDO. As conditioned, the project will not result in a substantial amount of light that
would adversely affect the day or night time views in the project vicinity.
Landscaping
The LAMC requires 25 percent landscaping in common open space areas, and as conditioned
the Project will provide this minimum in two outdoor decks, on the 2nd and 15th floors.
Additionally, the Project will incorporate new street trees in the sidewalk complying with the
Downtown Design Guide Section 9.F. Street Trees, which requires street trees be planted in
conjunction with each project and spaced not more than an average of 25 feet on center. The
Applicant is required to provide a minimum of 41 trees on-site and as proposed the project will
provide 46 new trees on-site. As conditioned, the Project will comply with landscaping
requirements.
Trash Collection
The Project will provide a trash collection location within the building, which will be located on
the ground level. Access to collect trash will be from the driveway on Olympic Boulevard or
Frank Court.
Fences and/or Walls
The Project does not incorporate fences and/or walls.
C. Any project containing residential uses provides its residents with appropriate type and
placement of recreational facilities and service amenities in order to improve habitability for the
residents and minimize impacts on neighboring properties where appropriate.
The Project includes specific dedicated areas for residential, social and recreation functions. The
Project will provide 19,013 square feet of open space, which will provide common outdoor and
indoor space for the residents. The common open space will be provided on outdoor decks on
the 2nd and 15th levels and in indoor amenity areas on the 2nd through 4th levels. Additionally,
the project will average the required sidewalk easement along Olympic Boulevard to create a
public open space. Therefore, the open space and recreation rooms provided on-site provide
appropriate amenities and recreational facilities for the Project's residents and are expected to
minimize impacts on neighboring properties.

ENVIRONMENTAL FINDING
Case No. ENV-2014-2948-MND was prepared and circulated for public review on December 31, 2015
and the circulation period ended on January 20, 2016. The project will incorporate all mitigation
measures set forth in ENV-2014-2948-MND to ensure project impacts remain less than significant with
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respect to biological resources, cultural resources, land use and planning, noise, public services, and
transportation and traffic.
ENV-2014-2948-MND, was adopted by the Deputy Advisory Agency on October 13, 2016. Pursuant to
Section 21082.1(c)(3) of the California Public Resources Code, the lead agency finds that the previously
adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-2014-2948-MND) adequately serves as the
environmental clearance.

